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Introduction
Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) (Oard and Dorr, 1996; Oard, 1997) refers to the retrieval when the query and the document database are in different languages. A user who uses one language can retrieve the documents in another language. Query translation is the least expensive and more practical approach to CLIR when compared to full document translation. This CLIR system is the current status of the project Xirch (Hayashi et al., 1999), a cross-language information retrieval System. The proposed CLIR system has two parts. One is receiver that gets the query from other servers; the other is sender, which sends the query to other servers. Our server uses meta-searcher method and enhanced STARTS (Stanford Agreement for internet ReTrieval and Search) protocol (Gravano, et al. 1997).

Figure 1 shows the receiver modules. When the other requesting server sends the English query to our server, the English query is translated into Korean. The translated Korean query is used to retrieve adequate documents from Korean database. The adequate documents are translated into English, if required from the requesting server. The results are returned to the server that sent the English query to our receiver server.

Our server sends queries to other servers for retrieving their documents, too. Figure 2 depicts about how to deal with a Korean query that will be sent to English-handling retrieval servers. When a Korean query is accepted, there are two kinds of actions: one is Korean-to-English query translation and the other is to retrieve Korean documents for the given query. The translated English query is sent to other English-handling servers that will send the results. Finally, the user gets combining results that are written in Korean, English, Japanese, and Chinese.

Configuration
The overall structure of the system is as follows. Korean users can access the Korean, Japanese and Chinese database through the intermediate manager. When Korean users make a query in Korean, the intermediate manager translates this into Korean, Japanese, Chinese and transmits each one to Korean, Japanese, Chinese database for retrieval. Then, documents in each language are received as results. These documents are translated into Korean for Korean users. At present, the translation techniques among these three languages are not satisfactory. So, We use English as an interlingua to translate each language. For example, when Korean is needed to be translated into Japanese, Korean is
translated into English at first and then this result is translated into Japanese.
When a Korean query is accepted, there are two kinds of actions: one is Korean-to-English query translation and the other is to retrieve Korean documents for the given query. The translated English query is sent to other English-handling servers that will send the results. Finally, the user gets combining results that are written in Korean, English, Japanese, and Chinese.
When the other requesting server sends the English query to our server, the English query is translated into Korean. The translated Korean query is used to retrieve adequate documents from Korean database. The adequate documents are translated into English, if required from the requesting server. The results are returned to the server that sent the English query to our receiver server.
In this way the CLIR system provides useful information to users integrating many techniques.
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Figure 2. Sender modules